Abstract-In this paper, an adaptive fusion algorithm is proposed for an environment where the observations and local decisions are dependent from one sensor to another. An optimal decision rule, based on the maximum posterior probability (MAP) detection criterion for such an environment, is derived and compared to the adaptive approach. In the algorithm, the log-likelihood ratio function can be expressed as a linear combination of ratios of conditional probabilities and local decisions. The estimations of the conditional probabilities are adapted by reinforcement learning. The error probability at steady state is analyzed theoretically and, in some cases, found to be equal to the error probability obtained by the optimal fusion rule. The effect of the number of sensors and correlation coefficients on error probability in Gaussian noise is also investigated. Simulation results that conform to the theoretical analysis are presented at the end of the paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sensor fusion, the study of optimal information processing in distributed multisensor environments through intelligent integration of the multisensor data, has gained popularity in recent years [1] , [2] . Such a technique is expected to increase the reliability of detection, to be fairly immune to noise interference and sensor failures, and to decrease the bandwidth requirement. Among papers dealing with fusing decisions from a number of sensors [3] - [9] , logical AND, OR, K out of N, majority, Bayes, and Neyman-Pearson (N-P)-based fusion rules have been introduced. When the observations and sensor decisions are independent, two different kinds of Bayes-based optimal fusion rules have been developed [7] , [8] . Chair and Varshney [8] established an optimal fusion rule with the assumption that each local sensor made a predetermined decision and each observation was independent. Reibman and Nolte [7] found the global optimal solution by combining both the sensors and the fusion processor. The fusion of correlated decisions has also been studied [10] - [12] . Drakopoulos and Lee [12] have developed an optimum fusion rule for correlated decisions based on N-P criteria. The major drawback of all of the aforementioned optimal decisions is the requirement of the knowledge of a priori probabilities and the probabilities of a miss and detection of each local sensor that are not readily available in practice. The lacking of a priori probability information makes these algorithms impractical for actual applications. To circumvent this difficulty, we have developed an adaptive fusion model for the independent case for both equiprobable and unequiprobable sources [13] , [14] . In this paper, we derive another form of the maximum posterior probability (MAP)-based optimal fusion rule and extend our adaptive algorithm by considering dependent/correlated decisions. The paper is arranged as follows. In Section II, we develop and derive the optimal fusion rule for correlated decisions. The adaptive fusion rule and the proof of its convergence are discussed in Section III. The residue between error probabilities obtained using the optimal fusion rule and the adaptive fusion rule is analyzed in Section IV. Section V illustrates the effect of the number of sensors and correlation coefficients on the error probability in a Gaussian noise environment. Simulations are presented in Section VI. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. OPTIMAL FUSION RULE FOR CORRELATED DECISIONS
Consider the binary hypothesis testing problem with N sensors, in which each sensor employs a predetermined decision rule. The two hypotheses have a priori probabilities P (H1) and P (H0), respectively. In binary detection theory, one of the most popular detection criterion is the likelihood ratio criterion. The likelihood ratio is expressed as 3(u 1 ; u 2 ; 111; u N ) = P (u1; u2; 11 1; uN jH1) P (u1; u2; 11 1; uN jH0) = P 1 (u 1 )P 1 (u 2 ju 1 ) 11 1 P 1 (u N ju 1 ; u 2 ; 111 ; u N01 ) P 0 (u 1 )P 0 (u 2 ju 1 ) 11 1 P 0 (u N ju 1 ; u 2 ; 111 ; u N01 ) (1) where P i (u k ju 1 ; u 2 ; 1 11; u k01 ) = P (u k ju 1 ; u 2 ; 1 11; u k01 ; H i ), i = 0; 1 are conditional probabilities and u1; u2; 111; uN 
we have
if u k = 01 and k > 1:
The MAP or minimum error probability detection rule is 
According to the above equation, the optimal fusion rule, based on the MAP detection criterion for correlated local decisions, is equivalent to
where u 0 is always set to one.
It can be seen that, when the local decisions are independent, (5) is the same as that in [8] . Thus, (5) is a generalization of Chair and Varshney's result for the correlated case.
III. ADAPTIVE FUSION RULE
The optimal fusion rule derived in Section II requires the knowledge of a priori probabilities and conditional probabilities that are either difficult to acquire or time varying. To realize optimal fusion, an adaptive algorithm is necessary to estimate these probabilities.
A. Adaptive Fusion Rule
Similar to the independent case [13] , [14] , denote the events of the fusion results being +1 and 01 byĤ1 andĤ0, respectively. In addition, let m be the number thatĤ 1 occurs, n the number that H 0 occurs, and m k; 1 the number (u 1 ; u 2 ; 111 ; u k01 ; u k = +1;Ĥ 1 )occurs m k; 0 the number (u1; u2; 1 11; u k01 ; u k = 01;Ĥ1)occurs n k; 1 the number (u1; u2; 111; u k01 ; u k = +1;Ĥ0)occurs n k; 0 the number (u 1 ; u 2 ; 111; u k01 ; u k = 01;Ĥ 0 )occurs. where the symbols with a "hat" are estimations of symbols without a "hat."p k andq k can be approximated bŷ
Note that n k; 1 + n k; 0 = n k01; j , m k; 1 + m k; 0 = m k01; j , where j is the output of the (k 0 1)th local sensor, that is j = 1; if u k01 = +1 0; if u k01 = 01. 
Following the same reasoning, the approximated weight for u k = 01 
W k exhibits the following property:
The partial derivatives ofŴ k , with respect to m k; 1 , m k; 0 , n k; 1 , and n k; 0 , are if u k = 01:
According to the concept of reinforcement learning [15] , if the current local detector's decision conforms to that of the fusion center, its weightŴ k should be reinforced. In this case Table I .
B. Proof of Convergence
SinceŴ0 is the same as that in the independent case, its convergence can be proved similarly to our previous work [13] . Here we only consider the convergence ofŴ k for k > 1. From (17) , it is easily seen that convergence ofŴ k is equivalent to 1Ŵ k ! 0. According to (15) and (16) When the number of iterations increases, m k1 , n k1 , m k0 , and n k0 will approach infinity, while P (u k = +1;Ĥ1), P (u k = 01;Ĥ1), P (u k = +1;Ĥ 0 ), and P (u k = 01;Ĥ 0 ) are always between zero and one. Thus According to the theory of probability [16] , it can be concluded that limn+m!1 1Ŵ k = 0 with probability one. Thus,Ŵ k converges asymptotically to a real number with probability one. This completes our proof.
IV. ERROR ANALYSIS
Though the adaptive fusion rule converges asymptotically, it is not guaranteed to converge to the optimal weights. To compare the performance between the optimal and adaptive algorithms, error probabilities obtained by these two methods are investigated. Based on the previous analysis, the ideal optimum decision is y = log P (U; H1) P (U; H0)
Using the proposed adaptive algorithm, the decision becomeŝ 
In comparing (18) and (23), the decision rule using the adaptive algorithm is equivalent to the optimal decision rule offset by T (U).
The error probability using the optimum decision rule is defined by The error probability using the adaptive decision rule is P 0 e = P 0 (H0jH1)P(H1) + P 0 (H1jH0)P(H0) Since the optimum detection rule achieves the minimum error probability, P 0 e is usually larger than P e . The degradation in performance can be measured by the absolute difference between the two error probabilities, that is Comparing the decision rules using optimal and adaptive fusion, the following is desirable: when y > 0; T (U)0 y < 0; and when y < 0; T (U)0 y > 0 such that 1P e = 0. From (24), the offset increases with y monotonically. If P (Ĥ0jU; H0) > 0:5 and P (Ĥ1jU; H1) > 0:5 (which is the usual case), T (U) 0 y decreases with y monotonically (see Fig. 1 ). 
The closer the y T is to zero, the smaller the degradation in error probability. The adaptive rule behaves as well as the optimal decision rule when a = b, in which case yT = 0. 
many of the properties discussed in this section can also be expressed in term of the likelihood ratio function 3(U).
V. PERFORMANCE IN GAUSSIAN NOISE
To gain an insight into the proposed adaptive fusion algorithm, performance analysis in Gaussian noise that is both theoretically tractable and computationally feasible is examined in this section. Suppose all of the sensors are corrupted by Gaussian noise that has a zero mean and the same variance of 2 . Let the correlation coefficient between different sensors be the same. Thus, the observation vector X at the local sensors is Gaussian distributed. In addition, suppose all of the local sensors adopt the same decision threshold t, implying that the optimal fusion rule is the same as the k out of N rule. Furthermore, assume that P (Ĥ0jU; H0) = P(Ĥ1jU; H1). Let A N 0k; k (t; ) denote the joint probability of N random variables with the correlation coefficient , of which k out of When xi's are Gaussian random variables with a zero mean and correlation matrix C, P (x 1 < t; 11 1; x N0k+j < t) can be expressed as in [17] P (x 1 < t; x 2 < t; 11 1; x N0k+j < t)
where f (1) and Q(1) are the standard normal density and cumulative distribution functions. Equation (33) can be computed numerically. It follows from the above discussion that the two likelihood functions can be expressed as
To study the effect of N and on the error probability, consider the case where P (H 0 ) = P (H 1 ) = 0:5 and 2 = 1 (i.e., SNR = 0 dB). Thus, the fusion rule is simplified to 3(U) = P (UjH1) P (UjH0) = 
In this case, the error probability can be expressed as For this special case, the error probability using the optimal decision and adaptive decision rules can be determined. Figs. 2 and  3 show the error probability versus based on (38) when N is even and odd, respectively. When N is even, there exists a k, such that 3(U) = 1, but when N is odd, no such k exists. 3(U) = 1 corresponds to an undetermined case that can be considered as either H0 or H1. The contribution to the error probability for the undetermined case is considered as half of the probability it occurs.
It can be seen that better performance is achieved with a smaller correlation coefficient between sensors. This agrees with the conclusion of other fusion rules [10] , [12] . Also, better performance can be achieved by increasing the number of sensors, but this advantage diminishes as the correlation coefficient increases. VI. SIMULATIONS   Fig. 4 shows the setup for our simulations. The source emits a sequence of +1 and 01. The probability of emitting +1 is P(H1) and that of emitting 01 is P(H 0 ). The additive noise is zero-mean Gaussian with a variance of one. Each local sensor makes its decision ui and transmits it to the fusion center. The fusion center computes the linear combination of local decisions to produce y and then compares it with a threshold (here, zero is used). If y is greater than zero, the final decision is +1, otherwise 01.
A. Generation of Correlated Gaussian Noise
In our simulations, we need to generate Gaussian noise with the specified correlation coefficient. The usual random number generator can only produce independent and identically distributed noise. 
According to the above definitions, X is an independent, zeromean, unit-variance, Gaussian random vector that can be easily generated. Z becomes a zero-mean Gaussian random vector with correlation matrix Cz. B and A are determined by the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of C z . In our experiment, C z is specified to have the same correlation coefficient and variance.
B. Initialization
In the proposed adaptive algorithm, as specified by (12) and (13), the optimal weights are estimated by relative frequencies. Hence, the initialization of these relative frequencies is very crucial. If they are initialized randomly, the algorithm may converge to wrong weights that produce large error probability. To ensure that the algorithm converges appropriately, we employ the majority rule, which does not require a priori knowledge about the sensors and source to initialize the events described in Section VI-A. For every different local decision combination, the majority fusion rule is employed one time to form the fusion result. The relative frequencies are changed based on this fusion result. In this case, it will converge to the right direction.
C. Simulation Results
Consider the same situation as described in Section V. Theoretical analysis has shown that the number of sensors and correlation coefficients greatly affect the performance of fusion (see Figs. 2  and 3 ). These effects are also observed in the simulation results. Fig. 5 shows the plots of error probability versus the iteration for a different N with a fixed correlation coefficient. Fig. 6 shows the plot for a different correlation coefficient with a fixed N. Tables II and III summarize the corresponding theoretical and simulated values at the 400th iteration of the error probability. From these two figures and tables, it can be seen that the proposed algorithm converges and the steady-state error probabilities obtained from the simulations are very close to the theoretical values. It is interesting to note, as illustrated by Fig. 7 and summarized in Table IV , that the adaptive algorithm developed for the correlated case always outperforms the one we previously developed for the independent case [13] , [14] , regardless of whether the local decisions are actually correlated. This may be attributed to the fact that the algorithm that considers correlated decisions includes more information in making its decision.
In this section, all error probabilities are calculated according to (25). The P(H 0 jH 1 ) and P(H 1 jH 0 ) are estimated by relative frequencies. All curves are results averaged over 20 times.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an adaptive algorithm to solve the MAP-based optimal fusion problem when sensors are dependent from one another. The following main attributes of the algorithm can be concluded from the theoretical analysis and simulations.
1) It does not require a priori knowledge about the sensors and source and, thus, is more practical. 2) It adapts the weights from time to time and, thus, is more suitable for a time-varying environment. 3) Its computational complexity is low and, thus, is more implementable.
